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How to call robinhood support

Wednesday, March 23: Robinhood filed a confidential registration statement with the US Securities and Exchange Commission, indicating its plans to go public.Robinhood is a popular trading app that offers commission-free stocks and ETFs. With its approachable interface and intuitive design, it caters to new investors looking to execute their first trades.This commission-free trading platform may be
planning an IPO as soon as this month. Bloomberg reported March 3 that the online broker is preparing papers ahead of filing for a March IPO. The company reportedly filed a confidential registration statement on March 23.Some shares might be sold directly to users, the report said.Here’s what we know and how investors can prepare.What we know about the Robinhood IPOThe popular trading app has
confidentially filed a registration statement with the US Securities and Exchange Commission, reports suggest, solidifying rumours that Robinhood plans to go public. Goldman Sachs will helm the deal and the company could be worth more than US$20 billion, according to Reuters.In its September 2020 funding round, Robinhood raised US$460 million and was valued at US$11.7 billion. The Bloomberg
report suggested the value could go much higher, up to US$30 billion.We’ll continue to track this story and update this page with information as it becomes available.How to buy shares in Robinhood when it goes publicOnce Robinhood goes public, you’ll need a brokerage account to invest. Consider opening a brokerage account today so you’re ready as soon as the stock hits the market.Compare share
trading platforms. If you’re a beginner, look for a platform with low (or no) commission fees, good reviews and investment tools to track your portfolio. Narrow down top brands with our comparison table.Open and fund your trading account. Complete an application with your personal and financial details, like your ID (a New Zealand passport worked) and bank information. Fund your account with a bank
transfer, credit card or debit card.Search for Robinhood Find the stock by name or ticker symbol. Research its history to confirm it’s a solid investment against your financial goals.Purchase now or later. Buy immediately with a market order or use a limit order to delay your purchase until Robinhood reaches your desired price. To spread out your purchase, look into dollar-cost averaging, which smooths out
buying at consistent intervals and amounts. Some share offer an auto-invest feature which allows you to do this automatically.Decide on how many to buy. Weigh your budget against a diversified portfolio that can minimise risk through the market’s ups and downs. You may be able to buy a fractional share of Robinhood, depending on your trading platform.Check in on your investment. Optimise your
portfolio by tracking how your stock — and the business as a whole — performs in the long term. You may be eligible for dividends and shareholder voting rights on directors and management decisions that can affect your stock.Compare trading platforms that provide access US stocksTo buy shares, you’ll need to open a share trading account. Compare your options using the table below to find the best fit
for you. Disclaimer: This information should not be interpreted as an endorsement of futures, stocks, ETFs, CFDs, options or any specific provider, service or offering. It should not be relied upon as investment advice or construed as providing recommendations of any kind. Futures, stocks, ETFs and options trading involves substantial risk of loss and therefore are not appropriate for all investors. Trading
CFDs and forex on leverage comes with a higher risk of losing money rapidly. Past performance is not an indication of future results. Consider your own circumstances, and obtain your own advice, before making any trades. Was this content helpful to you? Lots of people are migrating from the popular investing app Robinhood after the Great Meme Stock Debacle of ’21. While Robinhood still remains a
great option for a lot of newbie investors, it’s not the only one out there, and you might be looking to jump ship. Heads-up if you’re a current customer looking to switch, though: there’s a $75 fee to transfer your account to a new brokerage. If you’re OK with that or if you’re looking to start anew with another Robinhood alternative, check out our recommendations.  What Made Robinhood So Great?It’s
difficult — and dare we say it, boring — for the average Joe to get started with investing. You’ll need to learn a lot of new, abstract terms, deal with confusing and clunky interfaces, and have a big chunk of cash to allocate your portfolio properly. Robinhood changed all of that. It makes investing accessible to just about anyone, and it does it in a pretty package too. It does this in a lot of different ways,
starting with the cost of investing. In a time when the average trading fee is $9, it offers free trades. It allows you to buy fractional shares, so you don’t need hundreds of dollars to buy a single high-profile stock. And it offers a slick user interface along with lots of explainers so you can learn as you go.You might be fretting if you’re worried about losing those things. The good news is that there are plenty of
Robinhood alternatives that offer these features — and more — as long as you’re willing to sort out what you really need from the noise. What Are the Best Robinhood Alternatives?Here are our top recommendations if you’re looking to switch investing platforms:RobinhoodStashPublicStockpileSoFi InvestM1 FinanceWebullMonthly fees?$0$1-$9$0$0$0$0$0Trading fees?$0$0$0$0.99-$3.99 plus a 3%
debit/credit card processing fee$0 for stocks and ETFs. 1.25% for crypto trades.$0$0Fractional shares?✓✓✓✓✓✓XStocks?✓✓✓✓✓✓✓Funds?✓✓✓✓✓✓✓Crypto?✓XXX✓X✓Margin accounts?✓XXXXX✓Options?✓XXXXX✓StashStash is geared more towards newer investors who are looking to hold their investments long-term, rather than veteran stock pros trying to do complicated things like day
trading or options contracts. It offers stocks and ETFs that you can invest in, but don’t expect to go hog-wild: there are only 250 options. You will get some assistance in picking which choices are best for you, though, which is why it’s better suited for people looking for a simple experience.It also offers a really unique feature we haven’t seen with other Robinhood alternatives: a debit card that actually offers
bits of stock as a reward. It’s like cash-back rewards cards but it’s a debit card, and it rewards you with 0.125% – 5.000%  back in stock from the big companies you buy from. PublicThe GameStop meme stock craze started out on an obscure subreddit forum, but it’s not the only social media site that offers investing advice. The investing app Public takes investing into the…well…public by offering a place
where you can connect with other investors (even your friends and family) to nerd out together about stocks. You can build your portfolio right through the app, too. Public allows you to invest in fractional shares of stocks and ETFs, and even offers free stock for signing up and for referring friends to the platform just like Robinhood. StockpileFractional shares of stocks are all the rage right now, but Stockpile
was actually one of the first investing companies to roll this out. While you can use Stockpile for most of your newbie investing needs, it’s really marketed more as a gift card service, of all things. You can buy gift cards and “gift” fractions of stocks for interesting companies like Disney — or yes, even GameStop — and give them to friends and family. In this way, it’s also a handy method to get kids interested
in the stock market and investing. SoFi InvestSoFi Invest offers two different types of investing options: Active Investing, for people who want to DIY everything, and Automated Investing that acts more like a robo-advisor. Active Investing is geared towards novice investors who want to play around a bit with buying and selling, but who aren’t big-time investors yet. For example, fractional shares are only
traded once per day, during which time its price may change. With Automated Investing, SoFi Invest helps guide you through creating and implementing an automated investing plan based on your goals. M1 FinanceIf you like more of a set-it-and-forget it approach, consider M1 Finance. It offers another well-designed app that centers around Pies: simple pie charts that show your portfolio for each account
type. You can create your own Pies with a custom mix of stocks and funds, or use one of M1 Finance’s pre-set Expert Pies, similar to how a robo-advisor would recommend a portfolio for you.To invest, all you have to do is add money into your M1 Finance account and it’ll automatically divvy it up among the investments in your Pie. It’ll also rebalance your portfolio for you, so there’s essentially no work
needed on your part aside from adding money in and updating your Pie if needed. Thus, it’s not a good choice for active day traders, but it’s a perfect choice for buy-and-hold investors. WebullIf you’ve already taken the first steps as an active investor and don’t need as much hand-holding, Webull is probably one of the closest Robinhood alternatives. It offers all of the things you’d expect from Robinhood,
including more advanced margin trading and options. It also offers extended trading hours, so it’s perfect for day (or night) traders. The only downsides are that its margin rates are a bit more expensive (3.99% – 6.99% vs. 2.50%), and it doesn’t offer fractional shares. It also offers fewer options for learning the ropes, so you’ll either need to know these already or seek out other learning sources. The
Investing World is Your OysterIf you’re like many people, chances are you got in on the Robinhood craze without really doing a full scan of the types of brokerages out there for different investing styles. The reality is that there are many types of brokerage beyond what we’ve shown you here as the best Robinhood alternative. But have you asked yourself — is a Robinhood-style brokerage what you really
need? Make sure you do your research to understand all the types of online brokerages out there, so you can make sure you’re signing up for the best match for your needs. 
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